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Abstract. For a finite nonempty set E we Msociate in a canonical way to every antichain 
I3 c ‘P(E) a. mat&d M(B) such that M(U) = Mo if U is the set of bases of a matroid MO. We 
do this by first sssociating to D a closure operator < . . . >=< . . . >o: P(E) -+ T’(E) and to 
a closure operator < . . . > the antichain U<...>, consisting of all minimal generating sets. For 
n 2 0 we define new antichains P”(D), where P’(f?) := B and P”+‘(O) := P”(B~<,.,>,)) for 
all such n. Then P’(a) = D if and only if D is the set of bases of some mat&d. We show that 
there exists some m 2 0, depending only on the cardinality #E, such that P”+‘(O) = P”‘(t3) 
for every antichain B C ‘P(E) and, hence, may define M(L3) to be the matroid with P”‘(B) 
as its set of bases. This simple construction has many intriguing properties, which we believe 
deserve further study. 
In the sequel we assume that E is a finite nonempty set. For an antichain B G P(E) we 
define an operator < . . . >s: P(E) + P(E) by 
< F >B:= {e E E 1 for every B E B with e E B there exists 
some f E F with (B \ {e}) U {f} E B}. 
(I) 
LEMMA. < . . . >s: P(E) + P(E) is a closure operator for any antichain B C P(E); that 
means: 
For F C E we have F s< F >B=<< F >D>s; 
For FI E Fz C E we have < FI >sC< Fs >B . 
(Cl) 
(W 
PROOF: The only nontrivial assertion is -C F >LZ=C< F >a>~ for F C E, Assume 
e E<< F >B>B. For e E B E B there exists f’ E< F >B with B’ := (B \ {e}) U {f’} E B. 
Thus there exists also some f E F with 
(B \ {e)) U if) = (B’ \ {f’l) U if) E B; 
this means e E< F >s. 
For A c P(E) we put 
A min := {A E A 1 A’ E A and A’ C A imply A’ = A}. 
Now assume that < . . . >: P(E) --c P(E) denotes some closure operator. Put 
B <...> := {B C E 1 < B >= E}min. 
If M denotes some matroid defined on E with B as its set of bases and < . . . > as its closure 
operator, then we have < . . . >=< . . . >S and B = B<..,>. More generally, we have 
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PROPOSITION. Assume B c P(E) is some antichain and c . . . >: ‘P(E) -+ P(E) denotes 
some closure operator. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) < . ..>=< . ..>s andD=&.,.>. 
(ii) < . . . >=< . . . >D and B is the set of bases of some matroid; that means: for all 
B1, Bz E B and b E B1 \ Bz there exists some b’ E B2 \ B1 with (Bt \ {b}) U {b’} E 5. 
(iii) B = B<...> and < . . . > is the closure operator of some matroid; that means: for all 
F s E and e, f E E we have 
fE<FU{e}>\<F> ifaudonlyifeE<FU{f}>\<F>. 
PROOF: (i) =+ (ii): A ssume B1, B2 E 17 and b E B1 \ B2. B2 E B = UC..., implies 
< Bz >a=< Bz >= E. Thus by the definition of < . . . >B there exists some b’ E B2 
with B’, := (BI \ {b}) u {b’} E B. S ince B is an antichain and b’ # b, we have clearly 
b’ E B2 \ BI. (ii) + (iii) and (iii) j (i) f o 11 ow immediately from the fact that an antichain 
B which satisfies (ii) and a closure operator < . . . > which satisfies (iii) define a matroid, 
respectively. 
The operations 
P:L?w< . . . >Dt+ .13(<...>,), 
Q :< . . . >H B,..., I-+< . . . >(a<...>) 
define maps from the set of antichains or the set of closure operators, respectively, into 
themselves. By our proposition we have P(B) = B and Q(< . . . >) =< . . . > if and only if 
B is the set of bases of some matroid and < . . . > is the closure operator of some matroid. 
By induction we define 
P’(B) := .t3, Pm+’ (a) := P(P”(B)) (3) 
for any antichain B c P(E) and 
Q”(< . . . >) :=< . . . >, Q"+'(< . . . >) = Q(Q”(< . . . >)) (4) 
for any closure operator < . . . >: P(E) 4 P(E) and m >_ 1. 
It is natural to ask: Does the iterated application of P or Q always lead to a fived point and 
thus to a matroid? Otherwise, there were purely periodic antichains and closure operators 
with respect to P and Q, respectively. That this is impossible is the main assertion of the 
following. 
THEOREM. Assume B G P(E) is some antichain and < . . . >: P(E) + P(E) denotes some 
closure operator. Then we have: 
(i) For every B’ E P(B) with B’ # 0 there exists some B E B with B E B’. 
(ii) There exists some m = m(#E) such that 
P”‘+‘(B) = P”(B) and Q*+‘(< . . . >) = Q”(< . . . >) 
for all antichains B s P(E) and for all closure operators < . . . >: P(E) - P(E). 
In particular, P”‘(B) and Q”(< . . . >) define matroids M(B) and M(< . . . >), 
respectively, on E. 
(iii) If r denotes the rank of the matroid M(B), then we have 
r~rnin{#BIBEf?}. (5) 
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PROOF: 
(i) Assume B’ E P(B) and B’ # 0. Then B # 8. Choose some B E B such that #(B\ B’) 
is as small as possible. If suffices to show that B C B’. Assume e E B. B’ E P(B) 
means that < B’ >B= E; thus there exists some f E B’ with Bc := (B\ {e})U{f} E 
B. Clearly, we have B,J \ B’ 5 B \ B’ and thus B,J \ B’ = B \ B’ by our choice of B. 
This implies e E B’ in case e # f, while in case e = f there is nothing to show. 
(ii) follows directly from i) and the above Proposition, since E is finite. 
(iii) is an immediate consequence of i), because the rank of a matroid equals the cardinality 
of every minimal spanning subset. 
Example 1. Assume < . . . >: P(E) -+ P(E) denotes a closure operator satisfying the 
anti-exchange property; that is, for F s E and er, es E E\ < F > with ei # e2 and 
ei E< F U {es) > one has e:! +!< F U {ei} >. By [2, Th eorem 2.31 there exists a unique 
B E E with B<,,,> = {B}. Therefore M(< . . . >) is the matroid with E \ B as its set of 
loops and B as its set of coloops. 
Example 2. Assume 2 I: n 5 #E and B c P,(E) := {A 5 E 1 #A = n}. Put 
X:=‘H(5):={H~E~B~Pn(H)=0#B~Pn(HU{e}) 
for all e E E\H). (6) 
Furthermore, put g := E 6 ‘H, and define g 2 P,(E) by 
5 := P,(E) b {{el , . . . , en-l, H} I H E 7-h {el,. . . ,e,-1) E P,-l(E) \ P,-l(W). (7a) 
We claim 
To prove (7b) it suffices to show 
B(<...>;) = B. (7b) 
< B >;= % for every B E B, 
< H 6 ‘If >;# k for every H E 7f. 
PC) 
(74 
Assume B E B. (7~) follows from the following observations: 
l for every A E P,,_l(E) there exists b E B with AU {b} E P,(E) C 2, 
l for all H E 31, {el,. . . ,e,_l} E P,,_l(E) \ P,_,(H), and 1 5 i 5 n - 1 there exists 
some b E B with (6) U ({ei,. . ., e,-1, H} \ {ei}) E g, just choose b E B \ H if 
(ei,. . . ,ei-l,ei+l,. . . , e,_l} 2 H and b E B \ {el, . . . , e,_l} otherwise. 
To verify (7d) assume H E ‘If and e E E \ H. Then by (6) there exists some B = 
{el,..., e,} E B with e E B E H U {e}, say e = er. We have {er, . . . , en-l, H} E B, but 
there does not exist any s E Hb’7f with {s, es,. . . , e,_l, H) E 2. This means e $< Hh7-L >i 
and therefore < H b ‘H >;f g. 
By a repeated application of (7b) it follows that for every n 3 2, every finite set E with 
n 5 #E, every B E P,.,(E) and every m E N there exists some finite set k > E and some 
E E P,(z) with P”(g) = D and P”(B)fp”-l(D) for 1 5 L < m. In particular, this holds 
if B is the set of bases of some matroid M defined on E in which case ‘H(B) is the set of 
hyperplanes of M. 
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Assume - still more specifically - E = EO = {el, ez}, B = B. = {Eo} and therefore 
n = #E = 2. Then we have Ha := 3c(Bo) = {{el}, {ez}}. For v > 0 put 
E u+l :=Ev ti ‘H,, 
B v+l :=P2(Ev) b {{e, H} / H E %, e E EV \ H}, 
7-i ,,+I :=R(B,+l) = {X E Ev+l 1 X = 7-L or 
X ={e} U {H E ‘HH, 1 e E H} for some e E E,}, 
ay :=#Ev, b, := #TN,. 
For Y 1 0 we have P(B,il) = B, by (7b). Furthermore, a0 = bo = 2,aV+l = ay + b, and 
b u+l = 1 + ay for v > 0. This implies 61 = 3 and bv+l = b, + b,_l for v 2 1. Hence, 
b y = 1 + a,-1 is nothing but the (V + 2)nd Fibonacci number! 
It follows from the above theorem that to every antichain B c P(E) we can associate the 
matroid M(B) whose set of bases is P”(#E)(f3) and that indeed M(B) = MO if B is the set 
of bases of the matroid MO, defined on E. It might be of interest to study this new invariant 
for all the various set systems which are considered in combinatorics and in particular in 
combinatorial optimization. It may also be of interest to find good upper bounds for m(#E) 
and to study for each matroid MO, defined on E, the variety of antichains B c P(E) with 
M(B) = MO as well as m(Mo) := min {m E N 1 P”+‘(B) = Pm(B) for all antichains 
B E P(E) with M(B) = MO}. 
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